WHITE SILK THE GOREAN WORLD
igfa world record search alltackle
The International Game Fish Association is a not-for-profit organization
committed to the conservation of game fish and the promotion of
responsible, ethical angling practices through science, education, rule
making and record keeping.
scroll 2 gor now
1. "There is a saying on Gor that the laws of a city extend no further than
its walls." (Outlaw of Gor, p.50) This is one of the most basic principles
of Gorean law yet it is more a generality than an absolute. For the most
part, once you step outside the walls of a city, their city laws will no
longer apply and the city will not protect you.
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Jailed - by Anon - A man going through a nasty divorce decides to teach
his bitchy wife a lesson in life. (MF, nc, wife, bd, strip-search, spank) Jail
Time Fun - by Doghead_2000 - During a prison riot, thirty of us convicts
were trapped in the shower block with four guards, three females and one
male. The male guard should have never set us off by striking one of the
cons. (M+/F+, MM, nc, rp ...
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Jack Dominates His Just Widowed Mom - by Melissa Ann Tice - Sixteen
year old Jack has been waiting for his terminally ill father to pass away so
he can start living out his fantasy of dominating, raping, and humiliating
his classy, sexy mother, in order to make her his very own sex slave.
(m-teen/F, nc, rp, inc, d/s, v, bd, huml) Jail Time Fun - by Doghead_2000
- During a prison riot, thirty ...
bondage bdsm wikipedia
Bondage for a purpose. This form of bondage is the best known in
BDSM, and denotes restraining the passive partner for an ulterior
purpose, such as making them more accessible for a spanking session.
Bondage for its own sake is not considered in this category.
bdsm library submission in seattle
Synopsis: There are women who love to submit and to feel the pain. Here
is a master for them to make their fantasy come true. WARNING! THIS
IS A WORK OF EROTIC BDSM FICTION.

